Abstract. We compute the Seiberg-Witten invariants of double covers of smooth four-manifolds branched along tori of self-intersection zero.
Introduction
This short paper is a modest generalization of [RW] . In that paper Ruan and Wang computed (mod 2) the Seiberg-Witten invariants of double covers of 4-manifolds branched along a connected orientable Riemann surface of genus greater than one. In what follows, we shall present a similar (mod 2) computation when the branched locus is a torus. Our shared philosophy is to express the Seiberg-Witten invariants of the closed 4-manifolds in terms of the relative invariants of the complements of the branch locus. The computation depends essentially on the gluing formulae for the Seiberg-Witten invariant found in [P2] or [T] . In the last section, we answer in the affirmative a conjecture made by Ruan and Wang in [RW] . More examples of our formulae will appear in [P3] .
Preliminary setup and definitions
We shall try to be faithful to the notation in [RW] and [P2] . Let X, X be closed smooth 4-manifolds and Σ ⊂ X be a smoothly embedded connected orientable surface. We say that a smooth map p : X → X is a cyclic m-fold cover branched along Σ when the following holds: if Σ = p −1 (Σ), then the restriction p : X \ Σ → X \ Σ is an unbranched m-fold cover, and p has the form z → z m locally on the normal complex planes of Σ and Σ. σ : Y 0 → Y 0 be the covering involution. We shall reserve the symbol for indicating some pull-back object by p. As in [RW] we will always assume that [Σ] 2 ≥ 0.
(ii) e X = me X − (m − 1)e Σ , and
Proof. We refer to the excellent book [GS] for some of the proofs and [RW] for the special case when m = 2. The signature formula in part (ii) can be found in [H] . The rest is an easy exercise, which we omit.
From now on we will restrict our attention to the case when the genus of Σ is one and [Σ] 2 = 0. We now briefly recall the setup in [P2] . Suppose we are given a compact 4-manifold Y 0 with boundary ∂Y 0 ∼ = T 3 and a fixed factorization
2 ), where the boundaries are identified using the above factorization. Definition 2.3. Let γ denote the homology class of the meridian of Σ in ∂Y 0 as above, and let i : ∂Y 0 → Y 0 be the inclusion map. We shall say that the pair (Y 0 , Σ) is admissible if the following three conditions are satisfied:
For an admissible pair (Y 0 , Σ), we define
We shall say that the pair (Y 0 , Σ) is strongly admissible if it is admissible and n γ = n Σ .
Note that condition (i) above implies the existence of an embedded surface Γ 0 ⊂ Y 0 such that [∂Γ 0 ] = n γ γ. Let Γ denote the closed connected surface 
and the corresponding splitting of the intersection form: 
, we defined a function
which algebraically counts the number of solutions to the twice-perturbed SeibergWitten equations for a Spin c structure L ∈ S(Y 0 ) on the cylindrical end 4-manifold,
We refer the reader to [P2] for the exact definition of the terms in (2.3). The cylin-
is defined by dividing the space of finite energy solutions to (2.3) by the action of the L 2 5,loc gauge group G(Y ). Note that every solution to (2.3) is irreducible, i.e. φ ≡ 0 . Recall that there exists a continuous map
where Γ ⊂ X is defined as in (2.1). We also define
where [[m L /n γ ]] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to m L /n γ , and γ * is the non-zero element of
(See the proof of Theorem 3.8 in [RW] for the case of double covers.) For any complex line
, one can show that the sum defining k ξ (X, Σ) is finite as in [P1] .
Main formula
We now restrict ourselves to the case when m = 2. The following is a direct generalization of Theorem 6.8 in [RW] . 
Moreover let ξ be a Spin
Consider the following system of equations for the Spin c structure p
Here, ∂ A is a twisted Dirac operator constructed from the Levi-Civita connection of the pull-back metric p * g on Y . (g is a generic cylindrical end metric on Y used
ω) denote the solution space of (3.2) divided by the action of a suitable gauge group G( Y ). We can choose ω such that both ω and p * ω are supported away from the critical values of the Chern-Simons-Dirac functional of [P2] . Hence we can prove the compactness the same way and obtain a continuous map
is zero. Since we have also assumed that J L (Σ) = 0, it follows that d L = 0, and hence the virtual
ω) is also zero. We introduce the notation
Note that there is a well-defined homomorphism p * :
Next let P SO(4) denote the frame bundle of Y 0 , and let P be the principal Spin c (4) bundle corresponding to p * L. As in [RW] we choose a lifting τ of the covering involution σ:
Let τ * denote the induced action on the Seiberg-Witten configuration space B(p * L).
Since every solution to (3.2) is irreducible, Theorem 3.8 of [RW] gives us a homeomorphism
Now let g be a generic cylindrical end metric on Y . We need to compare the moduli spaces of (2.3) and (3.2) on Y . Since p * π * 1 π * µ Σ = 2π * 1 π * µ Σ and we are free to vary the parameter r ∈ R \ {0} in (2.3) (as long as |r| is very small and the sign of r remains the same), we easily see that the only difference between
ω) is in the non-generic choice of the metric p * g in the definition of (3.2). Hence Theorem 2.2 of [RW] implies that
This proves our first congruence. To prove the second, recall from [P2] (Corollary 20) that
where SW denotes the Seiberg-Witten series. Hence it follows from the product formula in [P2] that 
for every integer n. Thus we may rewrite (3.4) as
Summing our first congruence over n, we conclude that
denote the homology class of the meridian of Σ, and let δ
As in (3.4), we have
But now note that
Since n Σ = 2n Σ (cf. [GS] ), we must have
Hence it follows that
Let ξ be the complex conjugate Spin c structure on X with det ξ = −L. We have SW X (ξ) = (−1) (e X +s X )/4 SW X (ξ). Hence by changing ξ to ξ if necessary, we may assume that
Thus the combination of (3.6) and (3.7) proves our second congruence, provided
and thus
As in (3.5), it follows that
for every integer n. Hence (3.6) implies that
Hence if X is of Seiberg-Witten simple-type (e.g. if X is a symplectic manifold), then SW X ( ξ) = 0.
(iii) Let λ → X be the complex line bundle with c 1 (
, and if
Examples
We start out with the following conjecture made by Ruan and Wang:
Conjecture 4.1 (cf. [RW] , p. 502). The difference of the SW -invariants,
is not always zero.
We prove the conjecture (at least when the genus of Σ is one) by providing examples with k ξ (X, Σ) ≡ 1 mod 2.
For each integer n > 0 , let E(n) be a simply-connected elliptic surface with no multiple fibers and with geometric genus p g = n − 1. Let F denote a generic torus fiber of E(n), and let E(n) q be the result of a logarithmic transformation of multiplicity q > 1 along F . Let F q ⊂ E(n) q denote the multiple fiber. Recall that
We may take Γ to be the union of a normal disk of F q and q punctured sections in E(n) \ ν(F ), and set Θ = F q . It is not very hard to check that the pairs (
Proof. SW E(n) q was computed in [FS] . Apply Corollary 20 of [P2] 
Therefore Conjecture 4.1 is true.
Proof. As before let
Y 0 = E(2) 2 \ ν(F ) and let L j = det ξ j . Let t = [F ] and t q = [F 2 ] with q = 2 . Note that n F = 2 and m L j = j. Thus [[m L j /n F ]] = 0. Since E(n) q is simply-connected, K * Y 0 = {λ| Y 0 }, where c 1 (λ) = PD(t q ). Thus if 1 ≤ j ≤ 2 − 1, we have k ξ j (E(2) 2 , F ) = ∞ n=1 SW Y 0 (ξ j | Y 0 ⊗ λ| Y 0 , (−n)γ * ) .
Now recall from [P2] that
for every integer m. Hence we conclude that For the last statement note that if 1 ≤ j ≤ 2 − 1 and j = , then
From Lemma 4.2, we have
Now apply congruence (3.1) of Theorem 3.1.
Remark 4.4. (i) For n > 2, let ξ i,j be the Spin c structure on E(n) 2 such that c 1 (det ξ i,j ) = PD(it + j t q ) with |j| < 2 . As in the last proof, we can express k ξ i,j (E(n) 2 , F ) as a sum of coefficients of SW E(n) 2 \ν (F ) . In this way we can find a plethora of instances where k ξ i,j (E(n) 2 , F ) ≡ SW E(n) 2 ( ξ i,j ) − SW E(n) 2 (ξ i,j ) ≡ 1 mod 2.
(ii) If is odd and j = , then Λ L j (F ) = 1 2 and SW E(2) 2 (ξ j ) = 1. Thus we have SW E(2) 2 (ξ j ) + k ξ j (E(2) 2 , F ) = 2 ≡ 0 mod 2, which is the final congruence of Theorem 3.1.
(iii) Many more examples with k ξ (X, Σ) ≡ 1 mod 2 can be found in [P3] .
